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Mathematics. -- "On pola7' figures with 7'espect to a plane cubic 
cU7've_ Ey Prof. JAN DE VRJES. 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 26, 1910). 

1. If a plane eubiç curve y3 is _ repl'esented :symbolieally by a~=O 

th en a:l, a~ aw = 0 represents the polar line ZJx!J of tile points X and 
Y, i.e. the polar line of X with respect to the po1ar conie Jr ~ of Y 
and at the same time the pola!' line of Y with respect to the po1ar 
conie Jrx of X. 

The three polar liues ZJxy, ]Jxz, and py= wil! coneur in one point 
TF when the three conditions are satisfied 

axayaw =- 0, axazaw = 0, a.1p=Ctw = 0 • (1) 

By e1imination of the coorelinates 'Wie we fin el , out of it 
(abc) axaybxbzc!)cz = 0 (2) 

80 to two given points X, Y be10ngs a conic y2 as locus of 
X.1/ 

the point Z; it passes a1so through X anel Y, for when Z anel 
X eoinciele, we find 

222 
(abc) axayb:rcytx = (eba) c:I,cyb.'Ca!)ax = - (abc) a,Laljba,c!)cx = O. 

As we can substitute (abc) axa.llcxczb.llbz = ° for (2), thus a1so 
(abc) ax all b~ Cz (b x c11 - by cx) = 0, we can a1so reI)resent ,,/2 bv _ ., - ., xy . 
(abc) axayb:cz (bc§,) = 0, whel'e g,c are the eool'dinates of the line XY. 
Consequent1y (2) can be rep1aced by 

(bes) (bC1j) b;;c= = 0 . . (3) 

Frol11 this ensues that the conie r~ is the poloconica Jr>, of the X!J ,-, 

lines g and 11. 

80 the poloconica of tvvo lines is the locus of the points Zwhich 
wHh relation to the points of intersection X, Y of this èonic with 
one of the given lines are in sueh a position that the polar lines 
pxz anel py: COllClll' on the other one of the given lines, which is 
then at the same time polar line of X and Y. 

2. 1f Zand ltJT are the points of intersection of :rrç~ witlJ 11, it 
follows out of the syl11metry of (3) in connection with the equations 
(1), that the foul' J..loints X, Y, Z, JtV form a closed gl'OUp, so that 
each si de of the quaclrang1e determined by {hem is the polar 1ine 
of the vertices not lying on it, therefore a polm' quaclmngle (RJ~YE). 

Out of OUl' cOllsidel'ations emmes that apolar qn<:'\,clrangle is deter
mined by two of its vertices, but a1so by two of its opposite sides. 
In the last case the vertices are detel'mined by the poloconica of 
the given lines; in the former case we can use the poloconica be
longing to the po]ar line of the given points and their connecting 
line. 
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Out of a:J;Cfyaw = ° and a:r,ayaz = ° follows 
a:J,a!/ (Àaw + (Laz) = O. 

Here ). and (L can be detel'mined in such a way tha! Àaw+{Laz=au 

relates to the point of intersection U of X Y with WZ. 
As aua; = ° indicates the polar conie:Ttu of U we find that X 

and Y accol'ding to the l'elation a-rayall = Olie harmonieally with 
respect to Jl'U' In an analogolls way ensues from awazay = 0 and 
awazax =- ° the relation awazau = 0, according to which Wand Z 
are a1so separated hal'monically by Jl'u. 

But then also the points T=(XZ,YW) and V=(XW,YZ) are 
eonjugated with respect to Jl'u, i.e. we have auavat= O. Now U, V,T 
are the diagonal points of the complete quadrangle XYZW, so that il 
is proved that the diagonal trian.c;le of a po la?' quadmngle is alwaY8 
apolaT t1'iangle 1). 

3. When the conie)'2 degenerates we ean take fol' Z eaeh point xy 
on the line XY. To traee for this the condition, we put Zk=ÀXk+{LYk; 
from (2) follows 

(abo) axa,ljba,oy (Àbx + (Lby) ().O,2 + (LOy) = 0, 
so 

.À2(abc) axayb;oxcy + .À{L (abc) axayÛ!c~ + 
+ J.{L (abo) axayb.cbyc:1cy + {L2 (abc)a-xaybxbyc; = O. 

By exehanging two of the symbolic factors a, b, c, we see that 
three of these terms are identically zero; so we have 

2 2 
.À{L (abc) aa,aybxCy = O. 

For an arbitrary choiee of X and Y this equation furnishes only 
À = ° and (L = 0, thus the points X and Y. Tt furni'3hes each point 
of X Y, as soon as 

(abc) axàyb!c~ = 0 . .••.. (4) 

When X, Y, and Z al'e collinear, the polar line px of X and the 
polar lines pxy, ]Jxz concUl' in one point; for these 'three lilles are 
the polar lines of X, Y, Z with respect to the polar conic :Ttx• If 
now (4) is satisfied, then also pyz passes through that point, hence, 
the six polar lines px, Py,lJz, p:1lj' py::, pzx concUl' in a point W. But 
when px, p,1j and p:: are concurrent, the poloconica of S = Xyz, 
degellel'ates and 6 is tangent of tbe Cayleyana. 

From this ensues that for given Y the equation (4) will represent 
I 

1) Mentioned without proof by CAPORALI (Transunti d. R. A. dei Lincei 1877 
. ' p. 236). 

52* 
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three right lines, namely the three tangents whieh we ean draw 
out of Y to the Gàyleyana. 

This ean be confil'med as follows. Let Z be a point of the locus 
'of X, which is determined by 4) and X a second point of th~t 
locus lying on YZ, so tha,t we have ax --::: Î.ay + r-~z. Out of (4) 
th en follows 

(abc) avc; (I.ay + r-az) {I.by + r-bz)2 = o. 
By exchanging a and c we see at once that 

, (abc) a~c; (Î.blj + r-bz)2 

van is hes identically. Analogously we find that (abc) ayc;azb; and 

(abc) ayc;azbybz vanish identieally. As finally the form (abc) ayc;azb! 
is zero becal1se Z lies on the locns indicated by (4) the above 
relation is satisfied by all points of YZ; so the locus eOJlsists of 
threE' lines through Y. 

4. That the line g = X r is tangent to the Cayleyana as soon as 
(4) is satisfied, ean be eonfirmed by reducing (4) to the tangential 
equation of that cur,ve. In the first plare we find out of 

the l'elation 
(abc) axay (bxcy + bycx) (b:Lcy - bycJ,) = O. 

The last, factor ean be replaced by (bcs) where Sk indicate the 
coordinates of XY. Aftel' that the equation ean be broken up into 
two terms, which pass jnto each other w hen band care exchanged. 
So we can replace it by 

(abc) axaybxcy {bcS} = 0 . • . • . . • (5) 

farthermore it is evident from 
22 2 2 

" (abc) a7daybxcy = 0 and (cba) cxcyb:Lay = 0, 

that at the same time is satisfied 
2 

(abc) bxaycy (acS) = 0, 
so also 

2 
(bac) axbycy (bcS) = o. . • . (6) 

Ey combining (5) and (6) we find 

(abc) axcy (bes) (abs) = 0. 
So 

(abc) Cxay (bcS) (abs) = 0. 

l Out of the last two relations follows finally 
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(abc) (acS) (bc~) (abs) = 0.. . . . • . . ei) 
This tangential equation l'eally l'epresents the Cayleyana 1). 
So we have found that t!te six polar lines px, Pu' pz, pxy' py~, pzx 

coneU1' in one point w!ten t!te points X, Y, Z Zie on a tangent of 
t!te Cayleyana. 

5. When pa-, PIJ' pz are concurrent we have 
I! 2 2 

(abc) a,. by Cz = o. . . . • (8) 
This equation gives thus the relation between the cool'dinates of 

three points lying on one and the same polar conie. 
Fol' an al'bitrary choice of X and Y this equation is satisfied 

except by X and Y by no pOillt of the line XY. If it is to be 
satisfied by ::k = I.{/J!c + (LYk we must have 

(abc) a; b~ ().cx + (LC1J)2 = 0, 
therefol'e 

2 2 
I.(L (abc) ax by Cx cy = O. 

This is su.tisfied for each value of 1.: (L when the relation (4) is -
satisfied, so when X, Y, Z lie 011 a tangent of the Cayle.vana. 

Now in general the polar lines p,.y, ]Jxz, pyz form a triangle inscribed 
iJl the triallgle px py p= (see § 3). If (4) is satisfied then pxy' pa.z, pyz 
are concurrent; but then their _ point of intersection must be at the 
same time point of intersection of p.r, Py, pZ' 

If X, Y, Z are th ree collinear point<; of the cu bic, then pyz, pzx 
and 7hy pass successively through X, Y, and Z. 

333 
Fol', from ax = 0, ay = ° and (l.aa. + (laIj) = 0 follows that the 

point Z is indicu.ted by axay ().a'!: + (lay) = 0. So we have a .. aga;: = 0, 
so Z lies on the polar line pxu. I 

If moreover K, Y, Z Iie 011 a tangent of the Cayleyana, then 
Pyz, pz .. , pxy must coincide with the' tangents P.r, py, ZJz in X, Y, Z 

6. Fo!' JJx, Py, u.nd }J:ry to be concurrent, there must be a pOillt W 

for which we have a;aw = 0, b~b!V = 0, and c,.cycw = O. 

But then (abc) a~b~c.l.cy·= 0. 
For arbitmrHy chosen Y the locus of X becomes a figm'e of the 

third order, passing through Y, because we luwe (((be) a~b~c~ - O~ 
But by taking notice of (4) we see thu.t this figure consists of thl'ee 
tu.ngents of the Cayleyana.' Out of 

2 2 
axaw = 0, ayaw = 0 and axayaw = 0 

1) See e.g. CLEBSCH, Leçons sur la géométrie, III p. 284. . 
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follows in deed 

().ax + (layyalO == 0 ; 

i.e. if Z lies on XY, then 13z will pt\,ss through the point of intcr
section JiV of P.c, p~ and p'C1f' which bears then at the same time 
pyz and pxz, -

80 the three lines ]Jx, Pv' and p'xy concur only then in one point 
when X and Y are united by a tangent of the Cayleyana. Their 
point of intel'section bears then a1so all the polar lines alld mixed 
polar lines belonging to the points of those lines. 

The lines ]J., pry, and pxz wil! be conrurring, when 
2 

(abc) a,.b;t.bvc,tcz == 0 
is sa.tisfied, thUl~ also 

Q 

(abc) a;ca.clJba.bz == 0, 

hence a1so 

lf we put 

YkZI- '!}IZk = Sm' 
'we have the condition -

Q 

(ábc) a~bXcL (bcg) = o. 
As this can a1so be written in the forms 

2 ~ 9 
(abc) Gzbxc.c (ac~) = 0 and (abc) axb;.c; (ab§) = () 

and as out of 

=0 

follows the relation 

(abc) Sx == ax (bes) -I- bx (cas) + ex (ab;) 

the above condition ean be replaced by 

(abc)~ a,tba.oxSx = O. 

With arbitrary positioll of X this is satisfied by $,. == 0, i.e. when 
X, Y, and Z are eollinear (see § 3). 

If however 
(abcY a:l,bxc;z: = 0, 

sa that X lies on the Hessian, then X, Y, and Z are quite arbitrary. 
This was to be foreseen, now namely 3tx is a pair of lines, so that 
the lines lJx, pxy, and p:cz coneur in the Dode of 3rx· 


